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Specific Facilities Provided for Women
Security of our students is of prime concern to us. The College is well known for its discipline and in
campus security.  The College gate is maintained and manned round the clock by the concerned 
employees. As, we are a Girls’ College a female employee along with her male counterparts also keeps 
the College gate during the College hours. For the purpose of security the College is kept under CCTV 
surveillance, and notice and signboards stating the same are placed at 
the stakeholders, is allowed to enter the College premises without prior permission from the concerned 
authority. And, even students are not allowed to leave the College before 11:30 am, if it’s not an 
emergency situation. It’s worth mentioning here that the College hour of our Institution is from 7:30 am 
to 2 p.m. 

The College provides a separate common room for the students. As a Girls’ College we do not need to 
keep a separate and exclusive common room for girls. However
common room as the College also takes every possible care to ensure the privacy of the students. We also 
seek to make our students aware of anything unwarranted and encourage to report anything uncalled for. 
We have dedicated ‘Anti-Ragging’ and ‘Sexual Harassment’ cell which acts in its capacity to deal with 
anything reported. To deal with it in a more holistic way, the College conducts Personal Counseling also 
for its students by persons having core competence in it. W
that they can maintain their focus on a better, brighter future and study, and we hope, this, in turn, does 
not let them get carried away with anything that is potentially harmful for their career and goes 
instrumental in ensuring a safe and secure future.

We also maintain a cordial relationship with the local police station. The Officer
one of our IQAC members also. Any correspondence from our end has always been responded with 
amazing alacrity by them. We also invited the Officer
any unforeseen situation and how to seek the legal help.

Keeping in view the possibility of any medical emergency, our Institution has a sick room for the 
students, and we have a doctor also who is available on call and as and when required visits the College.
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